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Abstract

If the United States is to find its niche in shrimp aquaculture production, non-traditional
methods of shrimp farming must be used to overcome the climatic incompatibility and strict
environmental regulations. Non-traditional shrimp production must also find ways to
significantly reduce capital and operational costs.  Recirculating aquaculture systems (RAS),
which support high population densities and precise control of the suitable growth environment
through water reuse, offer a method appropriate to addressing these obstacles.
The goal of this investigation was to determine whether a model based on a material balance of
essential and required nutritional components could be used to evaluate the quality of
experimental rations. The model used a material balance to predict the lipid and amino acid
components required in the feed based on the analysis of these components in the shrimp tail
muscle.

The preliminary data demonstrated feed rates based solely on protein content yield
unpredictable growth.  Rations ranging from 30% - 45% protein yielded growth rates varying
as much as 20% irrespective of feed rate or protein level.   This suggests that feed rates based
on specific nutritional requirements may be more practical.  The  data also demonstrated an
increase in mortality as feed decreased.  The groups receiving the least feed exhibited
significantly higher rates of predation.  The data also yielded a directly proportional relationship
between growth and temperature, with no optimum temperature found, but an inversely
proportional relationship between specific growth and size.  These preliminary results
demonstrate the need for further study in this area.

Introduction

Worldwide shrimp aquaculture production is currently dominated by pond cultures in tropical
regions.  Open pond systems, using Macrobrachium Rosenbergii, are spreading to freshwater
ponds throughout the U.S. but these systems are seasonally restricted and cannot compete with
producers capable of year-round production.  Research and demonstration based recirculating
facilities have produced consistent harvests of shrimp in Florida and Hawaii, but these facilities
are too small to compete with established production facilities.
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If U.S. production is to approach its consumption level, non-traditional methods such as RAS
must be utilized.  Two of the main obstacles to growth of RAS in the U.S. are: (i) its relatively
high capital and operating costs as compared to traditional open pond systems and; (ii) the
need for tight water quality control to allow for high population densities and meet stringent
effluent standards.  Shrimp ration is a major factor in both of these areas.  Feed costs represent
the single highest operating cost for a RAS, often as high as 60% of the total operating cost. 
Excessive feeding is also a major contributor to poor water quality increasing ammonia levels
and biological oxygen demand on the system.

This research was proposed to investigate the usefulness of a material balance based model  in
predicting optimal feeding rates (1).  The model's use was contingent on knowing three factors:
(i) the maximum specific growth rate of the species, P. vannamei, as a function of temperature;
(ii) which of the amino acids and lipids are essential as determined by autoradiography using
C14 labeled glucose and; (iii) the concentrations of essential and/or amino acids and lipids in the
species and ration as determined by chemical analysis.

Materials And Methods

The Tennessee Technological University’s RAS is a micro-scale system which contains
approximately 1000 gallons of fresh water enriched with sea salts to 1000 ppm TDS. The
grow-out area consists of four 300-gallon agricultural watering tanks filled to 125 gallons. The
effluent from each grow-out tank overflows through a central standpipe and drains into the
biofilter system.  The biofilter consists of a 300-gallon basin with a 1 ft2 x 3 ft tall trickling filter
and to a 6 ft3 air-sparged, submerged biofilter both filled 1-inch bioballs.  The effluent from the
submerged biofilter overflows into a 300-gallon clearwell.  The water is then pumped through a
down-flow sand filter and a UV sterilizer with the majority of the water returning to the
clearwell.  Approximately 0.8 gpm of the water flows to the four grow-out tanks (0.2 gpm per
tank), providing an average residence time of 10 hours.

Each grow-out tank is equipped with a circulation pump which circulates water through a UV
sterilizer to a series of orifices which provide 0.5 gpm of circulation to each of eight
experimental study tanks.  The study tanks are kept at an approximate volume of 8 gallons by
means of an overflow line yielding a 15 minute residence time.

For this study, 12-day post-larval P. vannamei arrived every 50 days in seawater with an
enriched oxygen atmosphere at 13oC.  Over the first 72 hours after arrival, the concentration of
the post-larvae media was reduced to 1000 ppm TDS.  At 62 days post-larvae, shrimp were
selected according to length for the grow-out experiments to evaluate the growth rate and
survival for test rations. Sets of 20 juvenile shrimp having the same length (±2 mm) were
selected, weighed and placed into study tanks. The initial weight was used to model the first
week's feeding schedule.  The specimens in each experimental tank were fed one of three
rations twice daily at rates of ranging from 120% to 80% of the optimum rates. For the
preliminary study, optimum feed rates were predicted by the model using available growth and
composition data for the species and rations on a percent protein basis (1,2). For the 4 – 6
week study period, the total weight of each study group was determined every week. The
animals were then returned to the grow-out tank.  New study groups were then established and
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new studies begun. Daily water quality measurements were performed and recorded for total
ammonia, nitrite, nitrate, temperature, pH, conductivity and dissolved oxygen.

Samples of the tail muscle of shrimp of various ages were freeze-dried, homogenized and
solubilized in mineral acid.  The lipids and amino acids were extracted and analyzed by FID
gas-liquid chromatography in columns specific to the particular compound. Determination of
essential amino acids was performed by injection of a radio-labeled glucose and determination
of which became incorporated into the shrimp’s tissue. (2)

Results And Conclusions

Multiple Linear Regression of Specific Growth as a Function of Temperature and Weight
For the data collected the weekly average temperatures ranged from 24.2oC to 28.4oC. 
Preliminary inspection of the data indicated that a modest decrease in temperature could
significantly decrease the specific growth rate.  The specific growth rate was also found to
decrease as the weight increased.  Figure 1 presents the specific growth rate as a function
of temperature and weight based on the preliminary data collected.

Figure 1: Specific Growth Rate as a Function of Temperature (24-28oC) and Weight (0.5-4.0 g)

The data demonstrate no optimum temperature.  Preliminary results suggest that the
effects of weight and temperature may be independent and additive.  Increased repetition
of the study procedures should  improve the precision of these results.

Regression of Fractional Model Predicted Feed Rates and Survival.  Underfeeding can not
only reduce production by slowing growth but can also reduce total harvest through
predation of animals due to hunger.  Preliminary inspection of the data demonstrated a
reduction in survival at the lower feed rates.  The survival rates of the animals fed at rates
approaching or exceeding the optimum feed rates were in the range of 75%-80%.  The
animals fed at the lowest rate displayed a survival rate of 67%.  Figure 2 presents the
survival rates as a function of feed rates.
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Figure 2: Survival as a Function of Feed Rate

The data suggest that when the availability of essential components is reduced below a
critical level, survival is adversely affected.  Once the levels of the essential components in
the shrimp and in the rations are determined, this critical level should be determinable.

Effectiveness of the Model in Feed and Growth Predictions.  When the preliminary data
was normalized using the size and temperature relationship in Figure 1, examination
showed no statistical difference in growth due to feeding rates.  However, the data did
show that Ration #2 produced growth rates approximately 20% slower than other rations
at all feed rates.

The findings show that similar rations fed at comparable rates can yield significantly
different growths.  This demonstrates the importance of knowing the essential and
required components of the animals and its ration.  Continued feed studies using species
and ration specific data should verify this importance and aid in promoting RAS in the U.S.
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It is now generally recognized that the growing global demand for marine products has
exceeded the sustainable limits of natural marine systems.  The shortfall in fisheries
production is now driving the development of marine aquaculture technologies on many
fronts.  Recirculating systems are regarded as critical components of many developmental
schemes, whether as supporting systems for offshore cage culture, as broodstock and
nursery facilities serving pond production sites, or as autonomous growout facilities.  The
recirculating format may avoid many of the land use and environmental conflicts that have
been associated with pond aquaculture, especially those involving the development of
marine aquaculture facilities in proximity with coastal wetlands and lowlands.
Recirculating schemes are also well suited for maintenance of valuable broodstock, off-
season spawning, and the production of healthy disease-free fingerlings.

This paper presents the development rationale for a new class of floating bead bioclarifiers
that have been under development for several years.  These filters were developed in
anticipation of an expanding interest in marine aquaculture.

Motivations

Malone and Beecher (2000) summarize design and performance characteristics for floating
bead filters, which have been widely utilized over the last decade in educational, research,
and commercial facilities.   The criteria presented in this paper are based on the
performance of propeller-washed (Malone, 1992) and bubble-washed (Malone, 1993)
bead filters. The paper describes the use of floating bead filters applied to recirculating
systems as bioclarifiers that simultaneously provide both clarification and biofiltration
support.  These floating bead filters were developed and refined with continuous feedback
from the commercial sector.  This feedback provided an invaluable foundation for
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improvements in the floating bead filters, and, slowly identified the limitations associated
with the current hull designs, washing strategies, and media.

Approximately five years ago, research team members initiated an effort to develop a new
class of filters that would be well suited to deal with some of the challenges that face the
recirculating industry in upcoming years (Table 1).

Table 1: Motivations stimulating the development of the Marine Recircuating Bead
Filter

Objective Means Result Comment
Improve
Nitrification
Capacities

Modified
Media
High
Frequency
Backwashing

50 percent
improvement in
Volumetric
Nitrification rates

DelosReyes et al. 1997

Reduce
Headloss

Modified
Media
High
Frequency
Backwashing

Airlfit operation at
high loadings
demonstrated

DelosReyes et al., 1997
Loyless and Malone, 1998

Eliminate
backwashing
Waterloss

Internal Sludge
Separation

No backwashing
loss; losses
associated with
sludge removal
negligible

Possible benefits and/or issues
associated with anoxic sludge
storage

Eliminate
corrosion

Plastic or
Fiberglass parts

Metal parts
completely
eliminated

Reduce
backwashing
Labor

Pneumatic
backwashing

Automated
Backwashing;
manual sludge
removal

Minimize
electronics

 Pneumatic
Triggers

No electronics
timers required

Backwash frequency control by
air flow rates; sludge removal
can be automated with minimal
electronics

Of foremost concern was the economic feasibility of recirculation technologies.  Although
bioclarification capabilities of bead filters can be used to simplify filtration configurations,
capital and operating costs remain an obstacle to widespread adoption of recirculation as a
production strategy.  To attack this issue the research team first sought to develop filter
designs that would display elevated nitrification capacities.  The nitrification capacity
controls that size of the filter used in any bioclarifier application, so, improvements in
nitrification capacity would reduce the filter size, thus reducing capital costs.
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Further, reduction in operating costs could be realized in some applications by utilization
of airlift circulation to move water instead of water pumps.  Airlift pumps rapidly loose
efficiency as lift requirements increase and early bead filters were (and still are) often
referred to a “pressurized” bead filters.  Propeller-washed filters display their best
nitrification capacity with a backwash frequency of once every two days (Malone et al.
1993).  They were frequently plumbed with additional pressurized devices downstream.
Thus, influent pressures in the range of 10 psi were not uncommon in practice. Airlift
pumps work best with influent pressures less than 10 psi, therefore headloss has to be
minimized.  Conversion of bead filters to airlift operation would require substantial
reconsideration of bead filter design strategies.

Saltwater recirculating systems are also different from freshwater systems by the corrosive
nature of that culture medium.  Consequently, although propeller-washed floating bead
filters (Malone 1992) are capable of achieving only about two percent water loss with
good management, they are unfortunately, equipped with 316 stainless steel screens and
mixing apparatus which do corrode.  Virtually all individuals involved with marine
aquaculture can testify to this issue. The technologies and methodologies, which are
currently available to address these problems, add capital and operational costs to a
fledgling industry that is already under serious economic pressures.

Obtaining (mixing, hauling, pumping) and maintaining a saltwater environment at a non-
coastal location is expensive.  Most freshwater recirculating systems replace 3 to 10
percent of their make-up water per day (or more).  A generally acceptable practice given
the low cost of obtaining high quality, pathogen free freshwater commonly available in
moderate quantities.  However, it is expensive to operate a marine system in this range
unless the facility is located in a prime coastal location.  Otherwise, the practical problems
of biofouling, variable salinity, high sediment loads, and disease introduction lead to
significant costs for pre-treating replenishment water (Huguenin and Colt, 1989).  It is not
uncommon for fisheries biologists to specify pretreatment of influent waters, including
solids removal to 1 micron and disinfection as standard practices for influent treatment
systems.  In fact, these concerns have led many to adopt artificial sea salts exclusively for
their systems.  Clearly, there is a need to minimize waterloss due to backwashing
operations.

It was also clear that there are economic advantages to automating filter backwashing.
Backwashing costs can be virtually eliminated while consistency is improved.  This has
been addressed in recent years by the development of customized solid state controllers
that have an excellent record of performance providing for automatic backwashing and
sludge removal.  However, the boxes and associated automated control valves represent a
significant cost factor for smaller bead filters.  Additionally, application of electronics to
marine systems is complicated by corrosion.  It is clear that sophisticated electronics will
play an important part in future marine aquaculture facilities, but their use should be
clearly justified.  A means of automatically backwashing with a minimum amount of
electronic support was viewed as highly desirable.
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MRBF Layout

The Marine Recirculating BioFilter (MRBF) is conceptually illustrated in Figure 1, and a
summary of compartments can be found in Table 2.  There are five distinct zones, which
are identified by letter.  The filtration bed (A) lies at the top of the filter.  It is underlain
typically by a diffuser screen (7) that evenly introduces the recirculating water into the
filter hull.  The expansion zone (B) lies beneath the bead bed.  This zone receives the
beads that have been displaced by air released from the pneumatic charge chamber (C).
Backwash waters move from the expansion zone to the charge chamber via the chute (E).
The charge chamber consists of an inverted airtight compartment that overlies the sludge
storage compartment (D).

Table 2.  Description of MRBF compartments and function.

No. Compartment Function
1 Filtration bed Provides for clarification and biofiltration of circulated

waters.
2 Expansion Zone Provides space for beads dropping down during

backwashing.
3 Chute Provides conduit for backwash waters to “discharged”

charge chamber.
Forms sediment trap preventing fine solids from re-
entering filtration path during charge cycle.

4 Charge Chamber Develops pneumatic charge for backwashing.
Displaces clarified backwash waters returning them to
the filtration path.
Airflow determines backwash frequency.

5 Sludge Compartment Consolidates accumulated sludge.
Some sludge digestion occurs.
Some denitrification occurs.

The active components of the filter include the influent line (1) which typically injects the
water under the bead through a screening/ diffuser configuration (6 & 7) that is designed
to minimize turbulence under the bed (A) and within the chute (E).  Water exits the filter
through a screen outlet (2) at the top of the static bead bed.  Sludge is removed by an
outlet (3) at the bottom of the sludge storage area.  Air is slowly introduced into the
charge chamber through a regulated input line (4) and transferred from the pneumatic
charge chamber to zones A and B intermittently by a trigger device (5).
MRBF Operation
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The operation of the MRBF is dominated by the filtration mode (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The basic MBRF filter has five distinct compartments

During this mode of operation the inflow of water (1) and airflow (4) is held constant.
Water flowing in through the influent line (1) moves up through the filtration bed where
fine solids are captured and dissolved wastes are absorbed by the biofilm coated bead
surface.  The rate of water inflow is high, typically ranging from 600-900 lpm/m3-beads.
These high flow rates are maintained to assure adequate oxygen and ammonia transport to
the bed.  The air inflow rate into the charge chamber is low, in the range of 3-6 lpm/m3-
beads.  The trigger (5) is tuned to engage when enough air has accumulated in the charge
chamber to assure a good wash of the bead bed.  Optimum filter performance under heavy
loading can be expected to occur with a backwash frequency in the range of 1-6 hrs.
Thus, the airflow rate is simply set to assure that the critical charge chamber volume will
be reached at the desired time interval.  Air flows into the charge chamber, dirty backwash
water is slowly displaced back up the chute and into the filtration pathway.  So the air
flow rate divided by the cross sectional area of the chute (E) defines the vertical velocity
of the escaping water column and, inversely by Stokes law, the size of particle that can
escape.  Thus, the chute’s cross sectional area determines the maximum rate that air can
be bled into the chamber. Captured solids fall into the sludge chamber while the clarified
backwash water exits the chute and are re-filtered by the filtration bed.
The alternate mode of operation is the backwash mode (Figure 2).  Backwashing occurs
very rapidly, typically within 5-10 seconds.  The inflow of water and air are not
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interrupted during backwashing.  Backwash water, which accumulates in the charge
chamber, is completely displaced by new air entering the pneumatic charge chamber.  The
trigger rapidly releases the air in the pneumatic charge chamber and the dirty wash waters
drop through the chute.  The trigger is then closed and another filtration cycle initiated.

Sludge is generally allowed to accumulate before it is removed through the sludge line (3).
Consolidation of sludge is generally rapid, and sludge thickening and compaction usually
control the maximum length of time between removal.  In fish systems, problems can
occur with sludge flow after a week or two.

 Figure 2. Backwashing mode of the MRBF.

Significance

The MRBF’s pneumatic backwashing feature breaks the linkage between backwashing and
waterloss.  This linkage has limited optimization of backwash frequencies for a number of
years. This new freedom is likely to be a significant advancement on bead filter bioclarifier
application in both the freshwater and saltwater aquaculture areas.

Wimberly (1990) and Sastry et al. (1999) demonstrated the advantages of high frequency
backwashing in gently washed formats.  In both of these studies “gently-washed” formats
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required a high frequency of washing (five to eight times daily) to maximize carrying
capacities expressed in Kg-feed applied daily per cubic meter of beads (or kg/m3-day).
Golz et al. (1999) attributed this to a reduction in heterotrophic competition within the
filter’s biofilm (Zhang et al., 1995).  Solids accumulation between the beads represents the
principal food source for the heterotrophic bacteria, and rapid removal of these solids
dramatically reduces their population.  The fraction of bacterial activity (measured by
oxygen consumption) attributed to nitrifying bacteria dramatically increases once
heterotrophic growth has been inhibited and substantial improvements in nitrification
capacity result.

One of the principle criticisms against the use of bead filters in the bioclarifier mode has
been the recognized conflict (Malone et al. 1993) between solids accumulation and
nitrification. Of course, bioclarifiers are designed to capture solids. Use of the high
frequency strategy eliminates the issue of interstitial solids accumulation.  Recent work in
the LSU laboratory (DelosReyes et al. 1997) pushed high frequency washing to the
extreme in a demonstration of airlift recirculation, and backwashing the bubble-washed
filter as often as once per hour.  The combination of high frequency washing and modified
plastic media produced the highest sustained volumetric conversion rates (about 700 g/m3-
day) that have been observed in recent floating bead bioclarifier applications.

The potential advantages of high frequency washing have been recognized for sometime
(Wimberly, 1990).  Full commercial implementation was at first limited by labor
requirements.  This obstacle has been recently been resolved (at least for larger units) by
the development of control boxes.  And yet, commercial implementation was still
prevented in many applications by the waterloss issue.  Even freshwater studies such as
Sastry et al. (1999) and DelosReyes et al. (1997), had to utilize external settling tanks to
recapture backwash waters to stay within the definition of a “closed” recirculation system
(<10 percent exchange per day).  The MRBF format’s internal solids separation
capabilities will finally allow the benefits of high frequency washing to be fully examined
by the commercial sector in a practical way.

MBRF Evaluations

Development of filters consistent with the MBRF is being attacked on a broad front.
Although a single filter configuration has been used as an illustration in this paper, no
fewer than 30 drawings have been generated as the general concept has moved to
commercial production.  Several prototypes have been fabricated and subject to long term
evaluations.  Highlights of the evaluation program are described below.

A formal evaluation program is being conducted under the auspices of a Department of
Commerce Small Business Innovative Research Grant (Drennan, 1997a).  This program is
focusing on the collection of sustained performance data in support of the marine
warmwater growout, recirculating category (Delos Reyes and Malone, 1997).  This study
is providing documentation of the MBRF format performance on three red drum
(Sciaenops ocellatus) fingerling growout units. This study is currently in its third iteration.
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The two initial filter configurations were constructed in-house and tested.  Data from this
work has shown that the nitrification rate can be significantly increase by a high rate of
backwashing, up to 18 times per day in some cases.  These have been replaced by a
commercially manufactured prototype.  These early studies have provided proof of
concept data.  But, the specific configurations tested were not able to achieve high
performance levels desired because of design problems. The findings from these, however,
have dictated a number of essential structural modifications in the current configuration
that is currently being stress tested. Three additional low profile MBRF units have been
placed in other commercial/research saltwater facilities for evaluations under the same
DOC-SBIR grant.  These are located in New Hampshire, Alabama and Texas.

A second research effort is employing two distinctly different filters in the MRBF format
in support of warm, freshwater growout (Drennan 1997b).  This study is supported the
USDA Small Business Innovative Research Program.  Focus here was placed on
maximizing nitrification rates using reformed-floating beads.  After two years of study, the
system was re-configured with two screenless concentric filters (MRBF’s) with modified
and tubular media.  These filters are being evaluated against a propeller-washed filter with
modified media in an attempt to set a new carrying capacity recommendation.

Three low profile MBRF format filters are being utilized in the research facilities at
Louisiana State University.  Two of these have been under use for over a year supporting
a red drum breeding program under Louisiana Sea Grant College Program Funding.  A
third is being used to support a marine greenhouse pond configuration currently being
evaluated for thermal behavior at the LSU Ben Hur Aquaculture Farm.  The Louisiana
Board of Regents is currently funding this research.  These units have all been installed in
airlift formats.  Data is currently being collected to document filter nitrification behavior in
response to varying temperature regimes presented by the refrigerated indoor conditioning
units and the manipulated environment of the greenhouse pond.

Finally, several filters of the MBRF screenless concentric design have been subjected to
testing over the last three years.  Most of these tests utilized units with volumes of about
0.1 m3 although the largest unit has a bead bed of 0.7 m3.  The smaller units have been
used to support a range of activities from high-density tilapia growout to filtration of
ornamental koi ponds.  Early designs suffered from inadequate air pump selection, and
were primarily installed to verify long term pneumatic trigger stability.  This area of
concern has since been addressed and the team now has what we believe is a very robust
filter design. The large unit has been placed in three large-scale facilities providing the
research team with direct commercial feedback.

MBRF Findings

Filters in the MBRF format have been under laboratory and field testing for the last three
years.  The introduction of this new technology has been associated with a rapid learning
curve for all those involved.
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Several dramatically different hull configurations have been tested.  A number of these
have displayed weaknesses that preclude their commercial introduction.   The screenless
concentric MRBF units are currently considered very favorably and this configuration will
likely be dominant in early commercial production with no fewer than four models being
positioned for commercial introduction during the 2000 year.  A large-scale, low profile
airlift design is currently undergoing final evaluation in a number of locations as well.
These early testing programs have raised a number of issues.

First, many trigger designs that have been evaluated, and several have shown to be
extremely reliable.  Clogging and/or biofouling of pneumatic trigger components are the
primary issues of concern.  It was anticipated that many filters, particularly airlift
configurations, would be buried, thus, reliable performance over a period of years will be
demanded of trigger configurations.  Although common sense will dictate that triggers in
early commercial designs be accessible, trigger failure is not expected.  The triggers are
now delivering consistent backwashes every few hours, for months with only intermittent
adjustments on the air delivery valve.

Virtually all backwashing failures have been associated with pressurized filter
configurations operated with relatively low backwash intervals (1-2 per day). These
failures are caused by inadequate air pump selection.  Air pumps (2-6 psi) and blowers (1-
2 psi) commonly used in aquaculture applications have shutoff pressures below the most
commonly used water pumps (10-30 psi).  Air must be delivered to the pneumatic
chamber at the same pressure as the water.  With a clean open bed, pressures below the
filtration bed are low.  A number of inexpensive aquarium pumps can deliver an adequate
supply of air.  However, when backwash frequencies are low, or system loading is heavy,
transition pressure build-ups have a tendency to occur.  If these pressures exceed the
shutoff pressure of the air delivery system, failure is assured since the beds resistance to
water flow only increases without washing.  Careful attention to air pump selection
eliminates this problem.  This problem cannot occur if the shutoff pressure for the air
pump is higher than that of the water pump.

The research team has also observed that setting precise backwash intervals with the
pneumatic charge chamber is difficult.  The varying hull pressures not only impact the rate
of delivery, but also, compresses air already in the charge chamber.  Since each filter
pressurizes at a slightly different rate, it is difficult to precisely set backflush frequencies
without some trial and error adjustment.  Use of air delivery and pressure gauges can
practically eliminate this problem for commercial applications since the filter’s nitrification
response appears to be insensitive to small variations in backwash frequencies.  The
triggering mechanisms may have to be modified to facilitate experimental applications that
demand reproducibility.

Concerns have been raised in some sectors about the internal storage of sludge in the
MRBF sludge chamber.  This remains a controversial issue and one that is worthy of
further consideration.  The default position is to let the sludge accumulate in the internal
storage chamber until it is convenient for removal.  Convenience quickly translates into
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high sludge residence times (days to weeks).  Accumulated sludge rapidly compresses and
decays.  It does not interfere with the backwashing of the filter.  Researchers have
observed volatile suspended solids reductions of 30 percent during the first 24 hours under
warmwater conditions (Chen et al., 1997).  Extended holding of sludge then is not only
more convenient, but also reduces waterloss as a very thick stabilized sludge can be
produced.  However, this sludge decay is progressing largely in an anoxic environment.

Valid concerns can then be raised about the possibility of deposited sludge producing toxic
anaerobic bi-products.  Of particular concern are sulfide compounds. Sulfide compounds
are known to be toxic at some level to a variety of aquatic organisms.  There is no doubt
that thick accumulations of the organically rich aquaculture solids will rapidly induce low
redox potentials allowing sulfide production.  Clearly, if there are concerns about sulfide
sensitivity, sludge removable frequencies should be increased.  This can be accomplished
automatically in an airlift or pumped system for a few hundred dollars using simple
controllers and an automated ball valve.

However, there are advocates of extending sludge retention times in recirculating systems.
They argue that some form of anaerobic decay is essential to realistically close the
recirculating system (Arbiv and van Rjin, 1995, Whitson et al., 1993). The degree of
control required to safely accomplish the benefits however, is more heavily debated (Lee,
1993; 1994). Certainly, even at this early date it is becoming apparent that the sludge
storage chamber in the MRBF format rapidly becomes an anaerobic reactor. Using current
bioclarifier design recommendations for warmwater growout conditions (Malone and
Beecher 2000) and a modest backwash frequency of 6 times per day, the entire system’s
water volume is cycled through the sludge chamber every 4 days before returning to the
system.  It is not surprising therefore, that no nitrate accumulations have been observed in
both marine broodstock and fingerling growout systems that were included in the early
testing programs. The cyclically charged sludge storage chamber is potentially a powerful
water quality modifier. Inherent protection for the system is provided by the high dilution
(about 200:1) that occurs when the charge chamber waters are re-introduced to the
filtration pathway. Additionally, it must be assumed that these low levels of
anoxic/anaerobic are subject to microbial attack as they pass through the overlying
filtration bed.  Early users of the MRBF technology, however, should be cognoscente of
this issue and realize that any degree of sludge retention can be facilitated in the MRBF
format.

 Summary

After nearly four years of development and two years of evaluations and refinements the
first commercial filters following the MRBF format are being introduced. The MBRF
format features an internal pneumatic charge and sludge chamber combination that
effectively eliminates the linkage between backwashing and waterloss for floating bead
bioclarifiers. Early commercial units will utilize the stacked concentric design.  These
designs are relatively aggressive washers and have performed well during almost three
years of testing.  It will be followed shortly by a low profile configuration designed to
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support airlift applications. These units are expected to facilitate a thorough commercial
evaluation of recently developed high frequency washing strategies.  Care needs to be
taken in the selection of air pumps delivering air to the pneumatic charge chamber so that
the circulating water pump does not exceed the shutoff pressure of the air pump. Careful
attention should be given to the management of sludge if potential benefits are to be
realized without suffering adverse effects of anaerobic by-products such as sulfide that
could be potentially introduced.
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Introduction

Floating bead bioclarifiers are used in recirculating systems to simplify the water treatment
train by performing the traditional treatment processes of clarification and biofiltration
(Malone and Delos Reyes, 1997).  Thus, the bioclarifier replaces two or three components.
 The sizing criterion for bioclarifiers is controlled by their nitrification capacity. Thus, a fair
amount of research has been conducted into management techniques that optimize this critical
biofiltration function. 

The objective of a biofilm management program is to maximize the relative level of nitrifying
bacteria found within a biofilm which is usually dominated by heterotrophic bacteria
(Bovendeur et al., 1990).  As organic loading increases, the mass of heterotrophic bacteria
increases, clogging the filter and necessitating a backwash sequence (Manthe et al., 1988).
The washing sequence removes the bulk of the heterotrophic bacteria, the organically rich
suspended solids trapped in the bead matrix, and unfortunately, a lot of nitrifying bacteria.
 A filter set with a low backwash frequency will tend to show failure due to loss of hydraulic
conductivity (Chitta, 1993; Sastry et al., 1999), poor oxygen delivery due to dispersive and
diffusion problems in the biofilm (Zhang et al., 1995; Golz et al., 1999), or, gelling of the bed
which induces backwashing failure (Wimberly, 1990; Sastry et al., 1999).  Accumulation of
captured solids not only fosters rapid heterotrophic growth which controls the biofouling of
the bed, but solids also contribute to the filters nitrogen loading as they undergo decay and
ammonification (Ning, 1996).

The optimum backwash frequency for propeller-washed bead filters using the normal 3-5 mm
spherical beads is known to be about once every two days This matter was thoroughly studied
and analyzed by computer models (Golz et al., 1999).  This work classified propeller-washed
bead filters as “aggressively -washed” and indicated that further improvement in nitrification
capacity could be accomplished if the proportion of nitrifiers harvested during each back wash
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event could be reduced. This would permit the backwash frequency to be increased, helping
to minimize the secondary effects of solids accumulations. By reducing the heterotrophic
burden on the filter, an increase in nitrification capacity was projected. 

Filter Media

In this study, the effectiveness of modifying the shape of the beads to provide for increased
biofilm protection was examined.  The performance of a filter equipped with normal spherical
beads was compared against a bead reshaped to provide an externally protected surface and
a tubular media that was selected to examine the effect of an internally protected surface.

The three media tested in this study are illustrated in Figure 1.  The figure displays, from
left to right, the standard low density polyethylene 0.32 cm feedstock bead, a modified
bead (CB-A), and 0.32 cm diameter X 0.48 cm cylindrical media (ACE-1400) provided by
Mr. Keith Berg (Berg, 1995) of Berg Bennett and Associates Pty. Limited of Birchgrove,
Australia.  The spherical, low density, polyethylene bead has been used exclusively in
commercial bead filters.  It has capabilities of retaining a biofilm for nitrification, but
careful management must be taken to ensure proper wash time is not exceeded, which may
overwash the beads.  Modified beads are feedstock beads modified into a distinctive boat
like shape. The top of this bead is indented providing protected space for biofilm
accumulating while the lateral cross members on the top and a longitudinal keel on the
bottom prevent close stacking of the beads.  Mr. Vernon Rodrigue of Vacherie Louisiana
developed these beads with the assistance of Dr. Malone.

Figure 1. Examples of standard beads, modified media and tubes (left to right) with an
optimum biofilm layer used during the experiments.
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The last filter media used in this study was cylindrical media or tubes.  Biofloc grows both on
the outer and inner surface of the tubes.  During the washing sequence, the biofloc growing
on the inner surface is almost completely protected from the abrasion induced by the mixing
operation.  The exterior surfaces of the beads are not protected.  The tubes also display a
much higher porosity (85% versus 35%) than spherical beads and (85% verses 55%) the
modified beads.  Finally, they contain substantially less plastic per cubic foot and will
therefore display lower floatation energies reducing the inherent abrasion associated with the
washing process.

Recirculating Systems

Three identical recirculating systems were constructed in a greenhouse at the Aquaculture
Systems Technologies, LLC.  facility which is located in New Orleans, Louisiana.  Each
recirculating system was comprised of a 6,750-liter (1,800-gallon) fiberglass tank, an 85-
liter (3-ft3) propeller-washed bead filter, a 1/6-Hp centrifugal water pump, and a 3-kW
heater.  The daily backwashing of all the filters were managed using an automated
controller which allows the operator to set the time between backwashes, propeller mixing
duration and the drain time.  An automatic feeder was used to disperse a specific amount
feed in the system throughout the entire day.  This condition was better for the bead filter
because of the relatively constant addition of nutrients to the system, which would allow
consistent performance by the system. Blown air, which provided aeration to the system,
was delivered to the system via a 2.5-Hp blower.  In each tank, eight, 23-cm air stones
were used to evenly distribute air into the system.  Headloss through the filter bed was
measured via a dial pressure gage that was tapped into the section of pipe preceding the
filter and after the pump. Small stopcock valves (0.64-cm or ¼-inch) were also tapped
into the pipe preceding the filter and in the filter head, above the discharge screen, for the
collection of water samples.  The fish that were used throughout the experiment were
tilapia, Oreochromis mossanbicus, obtained from TilTech Aquafarms, which is located in
Robert, Louisiana.  Each system had sufficient amount of biomass (>360-kg) so that all of
the daily feed ration would be completely consumed.  The feed used throughout the
experiments was a 35% crude protein, tilapia diet (3/16-inch pellet; double vitamin pack)
from Burris Feed Mills in Franklinton, LA.

Experimental Design

Table 1 summarizes the experimental design that was used.  The experiments reflected
different feed loading rates, combined with the backwash interval that the researchers found
would result in the best filter performance depending on the characteristics of the different
media. Experiment #1, the feed loading rate in each system was increased slowly to 24-
kg/m3/day. Each filter was again washed at the baseline backwash frequency of once a day.
 In experiment #2, the feed rate was increased to 32- kg/m3/day. For the final experiment (#3),
the feed rate was set at 36-kg/m3/day.  As the feeding rates increased, the underlying factor
which determined backwash frequency and mixing duration set by the researchers was water
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quality, specifically the tank ammonia and nitrite level.

Table 1. Backwash regime and mixing duration for propeller-washed beadfilters using various
media at different feeding rates

Backwash Frequency

 (per day)

Mixing Duration

 (seconds)Feed Loading
Rate

(kg/m3/day) Beads Modified
Beads

Tubes Beads Modified
Beads

Tubes

24 4 3 3 15 20 20

32 NA 3 3 NA 25 25

36 NA 4 4 NA 25 30

Sampling Protocols         

The objective of each experiment was to determine the filter’s performance once steady state
was reached for two weeks at the target-feeding rate. Therefore, whenever the feeding or
backwashing rate was adjusted, the systems were allowed to acclimate for the required
period.  During these periods of adjustment water quality was monitored daily using a Hach
2010 spectrophotometer and reagents. Once steady performance was achieved in all three
systems, water samples were taken from filter influent and effluent ports from each system
for 3 consecutive days.

Influent and effluent water sampling was conducted according to a standardized analytical
protocol. The protocol requires influent and effluent sampling for primary parameters (TAN,
NO2, BOD5, TSS, and Turbidity), and determination of critical secondary parameters (pH,
alkalinity, temperature, dissolved oxygen, and flow rate). These secondary parameters were
analyzed immediately by the research team at AST due to instability of these parameters.  This
sampling regime allows the filter’s physical performance (flow rate, headloss, airflow
demands, and sludge loss rates) to be studied in light of actual loading regimes experienced
by the filter.  Water flow and temperature were also recorded at the time of sampling.  The
remaining portion of the sample was placed on ice and shipped immediately, via commercial
bus line, to the CEASL water quality lab in the Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering at Louisiana State University for analysis of remaining parameters by
standardized methods (Table 2) (APHA, 1996).  Each water quality parameter was analyzed
in triplicate and mean values were determined.  All data was then transferred to AST were
it was transferred in spreadsheet format for complete analysis.
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Table 2. Water quality analyses were conducted according to standardized procedures from
the steady state sampling conducted for all experiments.

Parameter Analysis Procedure

Total Ammonia Nitrogen – (TAN) Distillation and Nesslerization- colorimetric

Nitrite Diazotization Method-colorimetric

Nitrate Mullin and Riley Reduction Method

Oxygen Winkler with Azide Modification Method

PH Orion Model 701A Digital Meter and Probe

Alkalinity Sulfuric acid Titration (Potentiometric and
colorimetric methods)

Biochemical Oxygen Demand

(5-Day)

Winkler and Azide modification/thiosulfate titration

Total Suspended Solids Vacuum filtration/drying oven 103-105oC

Turbidity Turner Designs Nephelometer

Note: All procedures for Standard Methods (APHA, 1996)

Results

Volumetric Nitrification Rate

The actual nitrification performance was estimated by calculating the volumetric nitrification
capacity (VTR, in units of grams TAN converted per cubic meter of beads per day). This was
determined by measuring the influent TAN concentration (TANI in mg-N/L), the effluent
TAN concentration (TANE in mg-N/L) and the flow rate through the filter (Q in liters per
minute) and applying them into Equation 1:

(V)

Q )TAN - TAN( 1.440
 = VTR EI (1)

where V is the volume of beads in the filter (meters3), and 1.440 represents a conversion
factor correcting for the differences in units of various terms.
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Experiment #1

At 2.04- kg feed/m3/day, the three systems showed very good nitrification performance (Table
3).  System 1 (spherical beads) system 2 (modified beads), and system 3 (tubes) recorded
VTR values of 752.17, 1,014.65, and 1,190.05 g/m3/day, respectively (Table 3). All three
filters performed well at this level.  Systems #2 & #3 displayed the best tank water quality,
particularly with respect to nitrite.  System #1 had a chronic elevated nitrite level due to the
additional amount of mixing needed at this high feeding rate. None of the filters displayed
problems with water flow rate.

Table 3. Mean values for tank ammonia levels and Volumetric TAN Rates (VTR) are
presented for all experiments followed by standard deviations in brackets.

Data Set Media
Tank TAN
(mg-N/L

VTR
(g m-3 d-1)

Flow Rate
(lpm)

Beads 1.63[0.65] 752 [208] 155 [9.9]

Modified 1.15 [0.11] 1015 [296] 145 [0.4]

Experiment #1 
(n=3)

Tubes 0.98 [0.57] 1190 [507] 148 [7.2]

Modified 0.70 [0.28] 727 [134] 179 [9.0]Experiment #2 
(n=3)

Tubes 0.81 [0.73] 613 [447] 194 [20.1]

Modified 1.0 [0.29] 482 [158] 153 [20.1]Experiment #3 
(n=3)

Tubes 1.07 [0.3] 463 [66] 172 [19.3]

Experiment #2

As we attempted to increase the feeding rate in system 1 to the next feeding level, the nitrite
level rose to lethal levels (>15 mg/l NO2) despite our best efforts to balance the mixing
duration and backwashing frequency.  The increased mixing simply prevented us from
maintaining a sufficient amount of nitrifying bacteria on the beads following a backwashing
event. Since this feeding level exceeded the recommended loading rates for normal beads, we
therefore decided to remove this system from the study and use it as a holding system for
extra fish. Although they were operating at somewhat different VTR levels, systems 2 and 3
overall performance was still good (VTR’s of 410.12 and 613.43 g-TAN m-3 day-1). There
were no noticeable differences in substrate values between the systems.  The research team
feels that this was variability in the media reacting differently to the increased feeding rates
and the beginning of a heterotrophic bacterium buildup. The results were similar with respect
to nitrite levels in the two systems (Table 4). VNR for both systems 2 & 3 were 726.86 and
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1193.67 g-NO2 m
-3 d-1 with the nitrite levels of 0.67 and 0.71 mg/L respectively. 

Table 4. Mean values for tank nitrite levels and Volumetric Nitrite Rates (VNR) are
presented for all experiments followed by standard deviations in brackets.

Data Set Media
Tank Nitrite

(mg-N/L)
VNR

(g m-3 d-1)
Flow Rate

(lpm)

Beads 0.9.80 [1.42] 1539 [582] 155 [9.9]

Modified 0.5.52 [4.92] 1331 [509] 145 [0.4]

Experiment #1 
(n=3)

Tubes 0.1.09 [0.49] 1387 [564] 148 [7.2]

Modified 0.67 [0.23] 727 [373] 179 [9.0]Experiment #2 
(n=3)

Tubes 0.71 [0.38] 1194[897] 194 [20.1]

Modified 0.27 [0.06] 503 [153] 153 [20.1]Experiment #3 
(n=3)

Tubes 0.55 [0.28] 509[144] 172 [19.3]

Experiment #3

The next phase of the project was to attempt to reach the theoretical maximum loading rate
for the two remaining media at 3.06-kg feed/m3/day.  With backwash intervals shortened to
every 6 hours in both systems (Table 1), it was also necessary to increase the mixing duration
of the tubular media to 30 seconds. Although this time was not optimum for maximizing
nitrification rates, it was necessary to keep the internal spaces of the tubes clear. Tank nitrite
levels would rise to dangerous amounts in both systems due to over mixing if the mixing time
was extended. The VTR value, for system 2 was almost the same as what was for system 3.
 Substrate TAN values were determined to be 1.00 (system 2) and 1.07 (system 3) mg/L. The
performance of the modified beads and the tubes can be said to have reasonable VTR values
at elevated loading regime, however, this could be contributed to excessive amounts of
organic material (fish wastes as well as heterotrophic bacteria) within the bead bed. The
problems with elevated nitrogen levels observed with the increase in feeding could be directly
related to the washing of the media.  If either of the two media was over washed, nitrite levels
increased to abnormal levels.  Therefore, to maintain adequate water quality, consideration
was taken more for sustained performance than maintaining optimum biofilm levels.

Discussion

During the course of these experiments achieving the proper balance of mixing times and
frequencies presented the most problems to confound our efforts to achieve 2 weeks of steady
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state operating conditions prior to sampling.  The overall VNR values displayed for these
filters demonstrate higher values than those observed in similar experiments undertaken at
LSU over the last few years (Wimberly, 1990; Chitta 1993; Sastry, 1996). For example, in
1996, Sastry completed a test with a bubble-washed filter filled with spherical beads at a
backwash frequency of once a day.  The VNR reported for Sastry’s test was 130 gms-N m-3

d-1.  The results here with the tubes, modified beads, and spherical beads show VNR values
levels of 915, 780, and 578 percent, respectively, of this baseline value.       

It is clear that both the tubes and modified beads performed better than the spherical beads.
Although the beads displayed the satisfactory water quality values, they could not handle the
increased loading (2.04 kg m-3 d-1 is their designed maximum loading capacity) using the
propeller-washed filter platform.  In contrast, both the modified media and the tubes
consistently displayed the good water quality.  Under the most rigorous loading regime either
media would perform adequately with respect to both water quality and conversion rates. This
ranking is consistent with the opinions of the researchers involved.

Microscopic investigation of media removed from the filters at the end of experiment revealed
that a significant percentage of the tubes had the inner side of the tube completely closed off.
Sastry (1996) indicated this when tubes were subjected to loading rates higher than 2.0 kg
feed m3 beads per day.  Once the tubes were filled with biofloc they exhibited a dramatic
collapse of effective surface area hinders performance. While some of the deeper depressions
in the modified media became clogged, the vast majority remained open with a light biofilm.
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Background

Being economically competitive in world fish production will require that we implement
large scale fish farms that require ammonia assimilation rates on the order of 40 kg
TAN/day (1,000,000 lb per year fish farms).  This requires 40 m3 of bed volume in a
granular biofilter1 or about 5x this volume (about 200 m3) for a more typical biofilter
using media with much lower specific surface areas than sand.  Table 1 summarizes the
estimated costs associated just with the biofilter for a 1,000,000 lb (454 MTON) per year
tilapia farm.

Table 1.  Capital costs associated with biofilter choices for a tilapia farm producing
1,000,000 lb (454 MTON) annually.  Cost is listed as $ per PPY (i.e., pound per year).

Biofilter Type Farm Cost Cost, $ per PPY
Rotating Biological Contactor1 $668,000 $0.68
Trickling Biofilter2 $620,000 $0.62
Bead Filter3 $296,000 $0.30
Conventional Fluidized-Sand Biofilter2 $124,000 $0.12
Cyclo Biofilter3 $76,000 $0.08
1Timmons et al. (1993).
2Extrapolated from Summerfelt (1999).
3Prices provided by the commercial manufacturer or their catalogs.

The manufacturers of alternate biofilters would probably argue with the above table and
the authors do not intend to disparage alternatives.  For example, the bubble wash filter
can be used as a solids collection device as well, which reduces its "effective" cost for
biofiltration.  Yet, Table 1 is fairly demonstrative in showing the large economic
advantage to a cyclone biofilter.

                                                       
1 See Timmons and Summerfelt (1998) to see methodology for estimating bed volume requirements.
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Biofilter Scale Effects and Risk

The major advantage of the Cyclo-BioΤΜ is its ability to be scaled to capacities to
assimilate ammonia production from standing fish biomasses on the order of 50,000 kg.
In effect these filters can be made as large as they need to be to handle a specified fish
biomass.  Other considerations will dictate the actual fish load with the primary one being
risk associated with catastrophic failure.  The biofilter is simply one source of failure.  In
our view it is more cost effective, substantially, to minimize the number of biofilters on a
farm so that each can be designed with substantial redundancy and excess capacity.  The
simple construction of a Cyclo-BioΤΜ allows very large units to be designed cost
effectively, since not “very many” are needed and their major cost is the cost of the
reactor vessel.  Since one primarily pays for reactor vessels on materials used to
manufacture, the advantage in the large units is that cost savings are obtained since the
volume goes up cubically while costs only increase by the square of the reactor vessel
diameter.  Thus, the bigger the vessel the cheaper the unit proportionately.  The counter
argument is to design small biomass systems with individual biofilters so that when a
system fails, the severity of the economic loss is small because an individual system
represents only a small fraction of the entire system.

The Cyclo BiofilterTM: A New Biofilter Design Concept
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Figure 1. Cyclo-BioΤΜ upflow sand biofilter, patent filed by Marine Biotech (Beverly, MA).
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Marine Biotech (Beverly, MA)2 has filed for patent protection on the Cyclo-BioΤΜ 
biofilter design.  The Cyclo-BioΤΜ  biofilter’s design eliminates all internal piping and
manifolds associated with conventional fluidized-sand biofilters, as described by
Summerfelt and Cleasby (1996) and Summerfelt (1999).  A typical header and pipe-
lateral system can contribute up to 0.1-0.3 atm of additional operating pressure, which the
pumps must work against.  In a Cyclo-BioΤΜ , this manifold and internal piping is
replaced by an outside annulus (integral with the vessel wall) that supplies water into the
bottom of the vessel (i.e., at the base of the sand bed) through a continuous slot that
circumscribes the vessel wall (see Figure 1).  This design is very analogous to a slotted
inlet used in animal housing to introduce air uniformly to the entire building.  The
pumping energy savings are a result of eliminating the conventional ‘pipe-lateral with
distribution orifices’ type of distribution system a slotted inlet about the circumference of
the vessel that incurs very little pressure drop due to the much lower water velocities
employed.  The Cyclo-BioΤΜ  also decreases the cost associated with fluidized sand
filters both in terms of equipment components and the time required to install and setup a
new biofilter.

Tests were conducted on a series of 0.9 m (3 ft) diameter units and several 3.5 m (11.5 ft)
diameter units employed at Fingerlakes Aquaculture LLC growout production facility
(Groton, NY).  Sand expansion characteristics in the Cyclo-BioΤΜ  biofilter are shown in
Table 2.  More extensive sand expansion tests (Figures 2 and 3) were also conducted
within a 15 cm (6”) i.d. Cyclo-BioΤΜ vessel at Marine Biotech in Beverly, Massachusetts.

Table 2.  Bed expansions obtained for two sizes of reactors using 20/40 mesh sands and
Cyclo-BioΤΜ  sand filter design (courtesy of Fingerlakes Aquaculture LLC, Groton, NY)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                       
2 President and CEO James Aldridge (phone: 978-927-8720).

Diam, ft cm/s Expan, % Farm
3 0.84 2.9% a
3 0.86 2.9% a
3 0.85 2.9% a
3 1.45 14.4% a
3 1.45 14.4% a
3 1.98 28.8% a
3 1.93 28.8% a
3 1.91 28.8% a

3 2.55 22.0% b
3 2.55 23.3% b
3 2.55 31.3% b
3 2.20 20.8% b

11.5 1.44 39.3% c
11.5 1.96 26.3% c
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These preliminary results suggest the following about a Cyclo-BioΤΜ biofilter:

1. Sand bed can be fluidized with less than 50% of the design flow.  This is important
because sand filters with the typical pipe-lateral assembly in the bottom of the bed
sometimes require greater than design flow rates to fluidize the bed initially.

2. The use of the inlet plenum (Figure 1; it looks like a donut placed around the bottom
circumference of the vessel) results in a circular flow being initiated around the long
axis of the sand bed cylinder.  This circular flow continues throughout the vessel and
one can observe rotating flow even at the top of the reactor vessel.  This is important
because the outward circular flow can be used to advantageously move sand particles
towards the vessel walls and away from a collection port removing water from the
center of the vessel.  Some initial observations also showed that no sand loss occurred
when intentionally introducing air bubbles into the sand column.  This was attributed
to the physics of air bubbles rising buoyantly in a vertical direction and sands that
were being carried by rising bubbles were displaced by other sand particles that were
rotating in a horizontal plane.

3. The pressure drop through a Cyclo-BioΤΜ biofilter and the piping preceding the vessel
are about 1/3 less than through a typical ‘pipe-manifold type’ fluidized-sand biofilter.
Total pressure drop across the Cyclo-BioΤΜ biofilter is not significantly larger that the
expanded height of the sand column.  This is to be expected because the pressure
losses associated with the distribution manifold have (for all practical matters) been
eliminated, e.g., the velocities through the slotted inlet plenum are less than 10% of
the velocities used for the exhaust ports in a distribution manifold with conventional
fluidized-sand biofilters.
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Figure 2.  Sand-bed expansion data as a function of water flow rate and sand size (e.g.,
sieve size) within a 15 cm (6”) i.d. Cyclo-BioΤΜ vessel containing 15” of static sand.

Figure 3.  A plot of pressure drop as a function of the superficial water velocity and sand
size (e.g., sieve size) across a 15 cm (6”) i.d. Cyclo-BioΤΜ vessel containing 15” of static
sand.
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